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Thanks for your purchase 
And if you have questions or comments e-mail me at chalktalkspeechtherapy@gamail.com 

Please visit my blog at  chlaktalkspeechtherapy.blogspot.com 
Or see my other items on my TpT Store 
Graphics purchased at scrappin doodle 
Free fonts at KevinandAmanda.com   

 
 
 
 
 

Instructions: 
Cut apart and laminate (if possible) the cards, consider hole punching the top corner and connected with a book ring or placing in plastic 

baggies for the students to access during word work or therapy time. 

Antonym Match: 
Help the snail find his mushroom by reading the words on the snail then choosing the correct antonym (opposite) on the mushroom.  Write 
your matches on the antonym Match Sheet. 

 

SWAT! 
Spread as many snails as appropriate around on the table, hold up a say a word on the mushroom and have the student 
use a fly swatter to swat the matching word (antonym), keep score – but if you get it wrong all the snails go back to 
the pot – the one with the most cards at time or all gone wins! 

 

Five in A Row 
A two player game.  Laminate the 5 in a row board and let the student use different colored wet erase markers to x off a spot when they 
correctly produce a synonym.  If they get it incorrect they don’t get to mark it, and the next player can steal.  5 in a row wins.  You could 
also just make a copy of the board.  This would make a nice game to send home for home practice and parent participation. 
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maximum enter 

dangerous bottom 

sour curved 
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high clean 

over rich 

dead day 
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low dirty 

under poor 

alive night 

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

5. 6. 
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minimum exit 

safe top 

sweet straight 

7. 8. 

9. 10. 

11. 12. 
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Five in a row  

Enter Maximum dangerous bottom Sour Curved 

High Clean Over Rich Dead Day 

Low Dirty Under Rich Alive Night 

Minimum Exit Safe Top Sweet Straight 

Sweet Maximum Bottom Clean Under Alive 

Curved Enter Maximum Rich Dangerous under 
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Tell the synonym of the word you choose, if you get it correct mark it with 
your colored x.  Five in a row wins1 But don’t get stung, if you miss it the 
other person can steal! 
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Antonym Match 

Name: ____________________ 

1. _____________________ and  ____________________ 

2. _____________________ and _____________________ 

3. _____________________ and _____________________ 

4. _____________________ and _____________________ 

5. _____________________ and _____________________ 

6. _____________________ and _____________________ 

7. _____________________ and _____________________ 

8. _____________________ and _____________________ 

9. _____________________ and _____________________ 

10. _____________________ and _____________________ 

11. _____________________ and _____________________ 

12. _____________________ and _____________________ 
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Answer Key 
 

 
1. Low - high 

 
2. Dirty - clean 

 
3. Under - over 

 
4. Rich - poor 

 
5. Alive - dead 

 
6. Night - day 

 
7. Minimum - maximum 

 
8. Exit - enter 

 
9. Safe - dangerous 

 
10. Top - bottom 

 
11. Sweet – sour\ 

 
12. Straight - curved 
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